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LONGRIDER
“back to the new roots”

Roberto Ricci proudly introduced on his 2008 range the LONGRIDER, a brand new longboard concept mixing the 
performance of a freeride board with the accessibility of a beginner board. Going back out windsurfing with the same 
feeling we had in the past, with the advantage of modern technology!

The LONGRIDER is a board developed to suit the tasks of all level windsurfers who wants to cruise in non planning conditions or just 
blast in light and medium wind conditions.
The accessibility is guaranteed by a generous length of 340 cm, a width of 70 cm and a volume of 180 litres. The dagger board adds to 
Longrider stability and upwind capability in light wind conditions. Useless to say, the full EVA deck gives great comfort and pleasure of 
riding in every condition.

The characteristic Longrider’s step tail has a double rocker section: the shorter section allow to reduce the wet surface in planning 
conditions and is ideal for stronger winds, while the longer tail section allow to use all the board’s and rails length, so it’s ideal to give 
stability and upwind performances in light wind conditions. The thin rail shape gives free feeling in manoeuvres.

The Longrider is manufactured in a single shot glass technology that makes the board lighter, stiffer and more reactive to the rider 
inputs, giving to the planning sessions the typical sound and feelings of riding a glass custom board.

The result: a fantastic longboard that keeps the “compact” feeling of a shortboard, being a very accessible board to everyone. Also a 
great board to be sailed “retro” style in the waves!

volume: 180 lts
size: 340 cm x 70 cm
fi n: MFC Freewave 34 + long algeier daggerboard
fi n box: power
weight: 14 kg (+/- 6%)
Technology: Single shot Glass /EVA Deck
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Design features 

01. Step tail gives to Longrider a double rocker section, reducing wet 
surface in planning condition and giving to the longrider longer rails in 
non planning conditions.

02. The nose of the board is Malibu style with characteristic soft full EVA 
deck, so ideal to play with fluid elements or with family.

03. Rails are thick, soft with Eva deck that designs a perfect TUE line. On the 
Step Tail area rails become thin, to give free feeling in manoevres.

04. The full EVA deck gives to longrider soft comfort and allows great grip 
all around the deck also during old school rail riding.

05. The long algeier daggerboard is easy to use, giving to longrider more 
stability and upwind performance in non planning conditions. With a 
simple foot input the dagger board disappears, leaving the board free 
and alive in planning conditions.

06. The Longrider features many footstraps position, from external for ad-
vanced riders to very inboard inserts to suit beginners needs.
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